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Teaching layoffs loom
Shan tal Anderson
Staff Writer

ov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 's
plan for 100,000 more teachers
in 10 years is impossible if the
California State Univt:rrsity budget is cut,
according to the csu alliance.

G

His plan becomes more im- see the return ."
possible when considered against
The CSSA started as a meeting
the 20,000 layoff notices sent to between all the CSU Associated
middle schools and high schools Student Incorporated (ASI) repreacross California.
sentatives. Hale represents CSUSB
Schools across California are in CSSA and focuses on discussing
taking a stand against his budget lobbying efforts at the capital and
cuts by joining an alliance for the working with the CSU Chancellor.
CSU. The "Alliance for the CSU" CSSA works with the chancellor to
includes CSU students, teachers, make sure student issues come first
employers, administrators and peo- and textbook prices and tuition reple who depend on the many assets main stable.
"Taking away· from people
the CSU adds to our communities
coming to school and having to pay
and cities.
Cuts made to CSUSB could more money is just not right," said
CSUSB student
mean current
Kimberly Benstudents
will
have a harder
CSUStJ programs ton. "This will
affect everyone.
time making it
to graduation, will feel the crunch You want to feel
like you're getove r crowded
ting help from
classes and less
the government, but if it's not feafinancial aid support for students.
The CSU Alliance is the solu- sible, then you can't expect anyone
tion to ending the budget cuts be- to come to school."
"Students on campus have a
cause every dollar the state invests
general idea of the shape our state
~n the CSU, the CSU directly generates $4.41 in spending, according is in, and how it will affect our
to the alliance. Of all degrees school as far as the budget crisis
granted in California, CSU awards goes," said Hale. "President Albert
51 percent iJ? engineering, 64 per- Kamig has made a really good efcent in nursing and 65 pt;rcent in fort in letting students know that
business. Colin Hale, a third year our. tuition is going to increase."
According to Hale, CSUSB's
CSUSB undergraduate, regularly
reaches out to students to inform extra programs will feel the crunch
them about the budget crisis. He is first. Housing, ASI, Model UN and
a leader of the state-wide organiza- many organizations on campus will
tion called California State Student also feel the hit.
Finally, it is predicted that
Association (CSSA).
"To handle the budget crisis classes will be cut since the uniand P.andle the economic budget of versity will not be able to pay for
the state, it falls on CSU gradu- temporary instructors. According
ates,': said Hale. "They need to to Hale, CSSA's goal and mission
keep the funding the way it is. It should be tied to a price-control
might not be immediate, but you ' II index.

Despit11 Gov. Schwarzenegger's plans to add 100,000 teaching jobs over the next 10 years, 20,000 midd le and h igh school teachers across California have received notice that they may lose their jobs (Ken
Dillan l/Chronicle).

Thousands could lose jobs
CSUSB staff escaped the
Reduction in Force notice,·
but thousands of others
were not so lucky.
Melina Perez
Staff Writer
n estimated 20,000
potential layoff notices were distributed
to educators across California on
March 15 in response to Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger's proposed $4.8 billion budget cut, according.
to
the · California

A

Department of Education.
The Reduction in Force (RIF)
notice is required by California law
to be issued to employees when a
shortage of funds occurs. The fmal
revision of layoffs will not occur
until May, according to CSUSB
Liberal Studies Coordinator Dr.
Jerrold Pritchard.
No CSUSB staff has been issued layoff notices.
Primary and secondary school
teachers are the only ones affected
by the layoff notices, including San
Bernardino County school districts.
The employees chosen for the
layoffs are determined by four key
factors, Pritchard added.
Those who are not fully credentialed, interns, employees on
probation and layoffs are deter-

mined by level of emonty.
"In San Bernardino County
with the Governor's current budget
proposal, our 33 school districts
face cuts of more than $225 million," San Bernardino Superintendent Herbert Fischer said at a news
conference, April 4.
Pritchard said that .the budget ,
cuts have caused some stress to
Liberal Studies seniors.
"It's been a tough year for talented, haroworking seniors,"
Pritchard added.
In a span of three years,
CSUSB has experienced its lowest
enrollment for the Liberal Studies
Department.
Almost I ,000 fewer students
enrolled in the major this year as
Continued on Pg. 2

Upward ·sound back up
Breeane Diaz
Staff Writer
SUSB's
Upward
Bound program is
back on track after a
four year hiatus.
The university has received a
$250,000 grant to support the program that helps prepare and guide
high school students towards college careers.
President George Bush signed
legislation in 2007 ensuring the
restoration of the program.
The primary objective of Upward Bound is to increase the rate
of high school students who become college graduates.
The program is mainly geared
toward ninth grade students living
within the San Bernardino and Rialto school districts.
Rialto, Carter, Eisenhower,'Arroyo Valley, Pacific and San
Bernardino high schools host the
program.
A total of 100 students, 50 for
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C hristine Beltran and Progr a m Director, Kar alee Vaughn p resent
the Upward ~ound Progra m (Breeane Diaz/Chronicle) .
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Cameras get
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each school district, will benefit
from Upward Bound, according to
' Tina Gonzales, the administrative
assistant for Upward Bound.
The program gives lower income families, where neither parent received a bachelor's degree, an
opportunity to continue education
after high school.
Upward Bound offers students

Upward Bound offers students guidance... to prepare
th~m for college.
guidance throughout high school to
prepare them for college.
They receive tutors and mentors to help build their academic
skills in English, math, science,
composition and foreign languages.
.The students are also guided
by mentors and tutors through the
preliminary steps to get into college.
Upward Bound's mentors help

ensure that students are taking
classes during high school that will
count toward college requirements.
In addition, students are exposed to community events such as
cultural trips and theater events.
Students who show potential
are usually chosen to receive aid
from this program.
"We try to get students who
show potential but may not have
the resources or capabilities," Gonzales said.
The percentage of CSUSB students involved in Upward Bound is
undetermined.
" We have no record of how
many students attended Cal-State
since the previous gran'-," said Kara1ee Vaughn, Director of Upward
Bound.
ln the previous 30 years that
CSUSB provided Upward Bound,
prior to it being discontinued in
2004, some alumni had the opportunity to become mentors and help
guide other high school students
through the process of going to colContinued on Pg. 3
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Take a short trip to·the d esert
Felece Deduyo
Staff Writer
SUSS's Palm Desert
Campus (PDC) is a
~ campus with a view.
"Our desert offers beauty just
about everywhere you look," said
Jeanne Krause, a senior at PDC.
"Skies are clear, the sun is always shining, and the mountains
and palm trees are a creation of art.
It is very quiet here," said Krause.
The remote location of the
PDC allows for more intimate
classes.
"In the classes I've taken here,
10 students in the class was unusual," said Krause.
"Many were only four students or less. PDC's main focus is
on graduates interested in teaching
English or going into nursing. or
psychology," Krause added.
PDC offers bachelor's degrees
in accounting, comii?unication,
criminal justice, finance, health science, history, human development,
liberal studies, management, nurs-

C

Dean, Dr. Fred Jandt teaches
classes on Palm Desert Campus
(Courtesy of CSUSB Public Affairs).

ing programs and psych6logy.
Seven masters degree programs are also qffered.
The Master of Public Administration (M.P.A.) provides students
with a general perspective on public administration.
The program is open to all, regardless of undergraduate major.
"I registered at the main campus then looked for classes that
were available at PDC," Krause
said.
"I transferred to CSUSB from
College of the Desert, a community
college in Palm Desert," Krause
said.
"PDC has great faculty with
instructional excellence, however,
there is not much faculty on
board," she added.
"The Dean, Dr. Fred Jandt,
teaches some classes, as does the
associate dean, Cynthia Flores,"
Krause added.
There are some generous
scholarships awarded specifically
for PDC students.
Krause was granted the Desert
Rainbow Foundation Scholarship
worth $2,500 in 2007.
"It was a huge help," Krause
said.
"The foundation threw us a
luau for the celebration and presentation. We had a wonderful time.
There are several other scholarships that students can apply for individually," Krause mentioned.
Also, PDC is equipped with
state-of-the-art-technology.
The online hybrid degrees in
nursing incorporate various methMs oUnstruction to meet the needs
of working registered nurses who
have a variety of learning styles,
work schedules and personal commitments.
An interactive adult learning
theory is incorporated into the hybrid online environment.

CSUSB's satellite campus offers seven master.s degr.ee programs. Pictured is PDC's Indian Wells Center. for. Educational Excellence (Daniel Otianga/Executive Editor).
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Teachers·
fear layoffs
compared with 2005.
The drop is a result of the increased difficulty level of the program, not lack of interest or current
unemployment scares, according to
Pritchard.
The Liberal Studies major is
based on the California Education
Standard which prepares its students to enter.the education workforce.
The Integrated Liberal Studies
Track allows students to re~eive a
Bachelor's Degree and teaching
credentials in four years.
"Students are so highly
trained, they will be able to have
their pick of jobs," Dr. Pritchard
said.
·Even with the drop in emollment, the Liberal Studies major is
still the largest populated major on
· campus and is responsible for training a high percentage of teachers
that are employed in the Inland
Empire.
An estimated 250 Liberal
Studies students will graduate with
teaching credentials in June,
Pritchard added.
Due to the California teacher
layoffs, graduates will need to be
more flexible when searching for a
teaching position.
"The competition is going to
be tougher," Pritchard added.
"People will need to go where
the jobs are. Places such as Arizona, Nevada and New Mexico are
rapldly growing and in need of
teachers," Pritchard said.
Graduates may choose to wait,
in California, for teaching positions
to open.
Although the usual hiring periods run from March through May,
most schools will be postponing
hiring until later in the school year.
"Schools will wait to incoming school emollment before hiring
permanent teachers," Pritchard
said.
Still, Pritchard predicts the
current "teacher layoff scare" is
cyclical and m'ay only last a short
amount of time.
"The Liberal Studies Department message to the student~ is that
this will probably be a two year
issue," said Pritchard, "we are turning out a quality job product that
will be a benefit to the job market."
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Other recipients of the 2008
awards are Dan and Joan Hauserman, Frank and Val Jansen, Gerardo J. Lopez and Sister Elizabeth
O'Keefe, R.S.H.M
During Karnig's nearly 11
years as president of Cal State San
Bernardino, the university has
reached out to the community by
creating an environ~ent where
students understand they have the
opportunity go to college. As such,

Karnig has led
CSUSB to records in
enrollment
,.

more than halfofCSUSB students
are in the first generation in their
families to attend college, and the
university is a leader for Latino
and African-American enrollment
among California colleges ,and
universities.
The <;:SUSB president frequently speaks at Latino and
African-American churches to
help communicate with prospective students and their parents
about the importance of a college
education.
Kamig helped establish the
university's first scholarship endowment, as well as the President's Academic Excellence
Scholarships, which has seen mo(e
than 100 students from among the
top one-percent of high school
graduates from San Bernardino
County attend Cal State San
Bernardino as PAES scholarship
recipients.
, Kamig has led CSUSB to
records in erirollment, diversity of
faculty and students, grant and
contract funding, fundraising and
inte~national program development.

President Albert Karnig received the "Amar es Entregarse" Award for his dedication to local communities (Magdalen Lumpkin/File Photo).

r. Albert K. Karnig, president
of California State University,
San Bernardino, was among
seven individuals honored with the ~'Amar
es Entregarse" Award from Bishop Gerald
Barnes, leader of the Roman Cat~olic Diocese of San Bernardino, on Saturday, March
29 at the ·Riverside Convention Center.

Courtesy of CSUSB Public Affairs
. "Amar es Entregarse" is Spanish for "To love is to give yourself
fully." According to Maria Echeverria, vice chan~ellor of the diocese, the motto describes a person
who has made a commitment beyond expectations; a person who
has done more than one would
have expected.

Continued:

Upward Bound
re-established
lege.
"Cal State San Bernardino was
one of the longest running Upward
Bound Programs," Gonzales said.
The program is part of the federal outreach programs and is designed to support students who
have disadvantaged backgrounds.
There are a total of six support
programs that offer services to assist low-income students.
There was an· orientation held
fo r six schools in the Santos
Manuel Student Union theater on
March· 29 for students ·and their

parents to receive information on
Upward Bound.
Upward Bound projects instruct on various academ ic subjects. According to the U.S. Dept.
of Education website, Upward
Bound instructs on mathematics,
laboratory sciences, composition,
literature, and foreign languages,
and also offers tutoring, counseling
and mentoring.
The Upward Bound program
is located in University Hall 346
and can be reached at (909) 5375023.

;;;;;;;========;;;;;;
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Stuck on-campus late at night?
..

Need protection on the way to your car?
Telephone the campus escort service at
9 9-537- ~65 during the night time hours.
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Are you ready to pursue a

California Teaching Credential?
California State University is offering aunique opportunity combining the
latest technology, home study and group seminars leading to a K-12
Multiple Subjects credential. Intern and student teaching options available.
Please visit our website at:

....

www.calstateteacb.net/a7

...

•·

· Summer, Fall, and Spring start dates.
Please check our website for application deadlines.

Chronicle making wave's
Campus paper launches website
Ken Dillard
Copy Editor

This will allow the Chronicle
to take on new and bigger challenges in an effort to better serve
The Coyote Chronicle can now the university community.
be read in N orne, Alaska!
Chronicle staff veteran Malori
The first online edition of Merki has stepped into the role of
CSUSB's student-run newspaper online editor.
"We're all really excited about
was p~blished on Fri., April 11 at
www.coyotechronicle.com.
the opportunities going online
"Our website represents a huge · promises," said Merki. "This is just
step forward," said executive editor one of the ways we hope to use to
Daniel Otianga. "I hope everybody increase our connection with the
gets onboard. We'll do our best to campus community."
keep delivering good news."
There are several new advanThe staff of the Chronicle tages that the website provides in
hopes that the increased exposure addition to an increase in advertisthe internet can bring will offer new ing revenue.
opportunities to increase the revNow, . al'='mni can use the
enue the paper generates.
Chronicle's online edition to stay

connected with the campus.
Going online will raise the
overail profile of the paper as well,
tielping to network the Chronicle
with other universities and newspapers.
The online edition will complement the print edition.
Slideshows, video clips, polls,
comments and a subscription-based
e-mail edition will all provide a
more engaging multi-media experience.
We invite all students, alumni,
faculty members and university
staff to come experience the Coyote
Chronicle in a whole new way.
Just go to www.coyotechronicle.com.
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•
•
·•
•
•
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The ~Dating Doctor' is in
Relationship expert to give advice
Viry Esqu ivel
· Staf!Writer

Student Union Program Board members, from left to right, Kyle Castro, Jessica Nevarez, Angela Gallegos, Nancy Farias, Emily Orquiza and Nelson Teran (Daniel Aguilar/Chronicle).

Garners score.at unionsponsored tournament
Daniel Aguilar

Staff Writer
e stopped by on a
whim and walked out
with a Nintendo Wii.
"1 didn't want to take it seri- ously. I just got out of class and
came over here to have fun and I
didn't think I was going to win,"
. said Demorra Roberson, champion
~ of the Super Smash Bros. Brawl
(SSBB) tournament for the Ninr tendo Wii.
On Wed. , April 9, more than
200 students attended the Santos
~ Manuel Student Union (SMSU)
Program Board's "Game Over,"
video game tournament for the op~ portunity to win a free X-Box 360
· , playing Halo 3, or a free Nintendo
, ,Wii by playing SSBB.
Although students were wei-

H

come to enter both tournaments,
they could only win one grand
prize.
The tournaments pitted four
players at a time against each other
and the person to score the most
knock-outs in a certain amount of
time won that match. SSBB had 20
matches and Halo 3 had 14.
Each of the winners competed
against each other until only two
players remained.
The crowd's energy increased
when two players tied in the SSBB
game and had to face each other in
a sudden death. round, where the
first character to get hit off the
stage lost the match.
SSBB took up most of the time
of the event and the rounds for
flalo- 3 had to be reduced from 2
minutes to l minute.
"The purpose of 'Game Over'
is to diversify the entertainment

events we put together," said SUPB
Advisor Rosemary Zometa. "We
were not catering to all the different students on the campus and we
want to try to reach all the students
and inform them about all the different upcoming events we put together."
The event also featured such
classic games like air hockey, pinball and Dance Dance Revolution.
Free sandwiches, candy, sodas
and chips were provided. Prizes
like a Sonx PSP, Nintendo DS, gift
certificates and an Apple iPod were
'also raffled off throughout the
night.
"We want to sponsor this event
again during the Fall and Spring
quarters," said Zometa.
"This is our first event like this
and we want to go bigger and better
next school year," Zometa added.

he Dating Doctor is
coming to help change
lives and develop better understanding of relationships.
David Coleman, the Dating
Doctor, will be speaking this Tues.,
April 15, from 4-6 p.m. in the San
Manuel Student Union Event Center. There will also be an after-party
from 7-10 p.m. Both events are
sponsored by CSUSB's Cross Cultural Center.
Thought to be "America's Real
Life Hitch," Coleman is coming to
CSUSB, as well as several other
college campuses, to educate and
entertain its students on love and
relationships.
Mario Garcia, a graduate assistant of the Cross Cultural Center,
believes Coleman gives students
good advice on healthy and unhealthy relationships.
"The Dating Doctor is known
to be very funny and interactive
with his audience, " Garcia said.
All people are affected by love
and relationships. Coleman addresses these matters. which most
college students have or will experience.
Students at CSUSB are anticipating Coleman's arrival.
"I'm really excited to have the
Dating Doctor come to our campus," said student Alyssa Cortez. "I
hope to get some advice on how to
better my future relationships."
"It takes a lot to actually get to
know yourself and y~ur relationship ways. I hope to get a better understanding of the type of person I
am when it comes to relationships
and dating," said CSUSB student
Jasmine Wright.
"Honestly, I think that if the
Dating Doctor is the real deal then

David Coleman, the "Dating Doctor," will be speaking to students
about love and relationships (Courtesy ofwww.datingdoctor.com).
it is going to be a plus for the students of this campus," said Jose
Curiel, a student at CSUSB, "there
are some people out there that are
having trouble with their current relationships or wondering why they
are not in one. This could be a great
opportunity for the students of Cal
State San Bernardino."
Coleman received his Bachelor of Science degree in Speech
Pathology and Audiology in 1983
and his Master of Arts D~gree in
College Student Personnel Administration in 1985 from Bowling
Green State University in Ohio, according to the biography on his
website.
Throughout his career, Coleman has been featured in such pub-

lications as US Magazine, Glamour, USA Today; and Cosmopolitan
in addition to appearances·on television and radio.
Coleman bas been honored as
the Speaker of the Year seven times
by the Campus Activities Magazine.
" 101 Great Dates," "Date
Smart," "Prescriptions for Life and
Rdationships" and most recently,
"Miling Relationships Matter," are
just some of the few books that
Coleman has written on dating and
relationships.
In addition to his own speaking engagements, Coleman is the
foi.mder and president of Coleman
Productions, Inc., which represents
12 speakers.

Summer session offers way
to stay. on graduation track
Nick DeLeon
Campus News Editor

a high-quality ·m ffici nt
toea
in yo r are .
• Special DISCOUN! for students

C

SUSB students have
the chance to graduate
~ early.
·
All students either interested in graduating early, or
just in need of an extra
class to stay on track to
graduate, now have the
chance to enroll for
summer courses at
CSUSB.
Summer
courses offer an opportunity to expedite
graduation.
"There are great
pros for taking a summer course," said Cynthia Olivo, CSUSB
. associate director of admis~
sions and student recruitment. "Many students can get a
jump start on class.e s before fall or
take courses in order to stay on
track to graduate in a timely man'
ner."
In addition, the Office of Admissions and Student Recruitment
also believe that students who attend summer sessions would not
have to worry about competing
1

J

• Special Rates for he I STRUCTORS

Become a Doctor of Chiropractic
or Licensed Acupuncture &
Oriental Medicine Practitioner
Enjoy a successful and fulfilling career in complementary and alternat!ve medicine in a
dynamic working environment:
• Private Practice Ooint or solo)
• Private and Community Hospitals
• WellneS$ Centers
• Veterans Administration Hospitals
• Sports Teams
• Health Insurance Companies
• Corporate Health
• Workers Compensation
• Pain Centers
• Complementary & Alternative Medicine Universities
• Multidisciplinary Health Centers • Clinical Resear.ch
Since 1911 Southern California University of Health Sciences has been a leader
· in preparing practitioners to provide care in complementary and alternative medicine.

..

with as many other students for
parking, thus avoiding heavy traffic, or having to

Southern California University of Health Sciences is THE LEADER IN SCIENTIFICALLY BASED APPROACH
to patient care and ON THE CUTIING EDGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE PROGRAMS with emphasis
in sports injuries, nutrition, radiology, pediatrics, and pain management.

Campus picnic: everyone invited·
Nick De Leon
Campus News Editor

tis picnic time at CSUSB
and everyone on campus
is invited to CSUSB's All
University Spring Fling picnic
which will be held on Wed., April
16, in the Student Union Events
Center from 11:30 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
CSUSB staff/faculty and stu-

1
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Your future is in your hands•••
Southern Galifornia University of Health Sciences is accredited by Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) the Accreditation Commission for
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
Council on Chiropractic Educabon (CCE), and is approved by the Galifomia Acupuncture Board.

w a 1k
greater distances to get to their
classes.
Regular session for summer
courses run from June 18 to Aug.
28, but students have the option of
choosing between two accelerated

six-week sessions that take place
June 18 to July 24 and July 28 to
Sept. 3.
Summer course schedules will
be available in the Coyote Bookstore by April I 7. Some
courses for the summer
2008 term can currently
be found on the
CSUSB website.
Summer registration information
will
be
mailed out to all
eligible students
and summer advising begins on
April 23. Priority
I registration will
start soon after on
April 30 and summer
open enrollment will
start on May 19.
Students
may
visit
www . csusb.edu/abou tCSUSB/AcademicCalendar.aspx for
a complete summer calendar.
For more information about
summer session, students are encouraged to contact the Office of
Admissions and Student Recruit- ·
ment at (909) 537-5188 or e-mail
moreinfo@csusb.edu.

dent alike can come together a~d
enjoy a meal and jazz music.
Music will be provided by The
Rhythm of Life, a rhythm and blues
band that features jazz and fronted
by CSUSB 's own Quentin Moses
along with Orlando Reynolds, and
Mychal Henry.
The picnic will have a buffet
of hamburgers, cheeseburgers, veggie burgers, beans, corn, salad, soft

drinks, cookies, popcorn and cotton
candy on the menu.
Tickets are now con sale and
are $7 for staff and faculty and $5
for students. Many are anticipated
to attend.
For more information on the
picnic and where to purchase tickets, contact Coussou_lis Arena
Events Management at (909) 5377360.
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You don't have to g o it alone

Brigdet Thcker is one of five licensed psychologists on campus who provides professional counseling
services to enrolled CSUSB students (Kimberly Knaak/Chronicle).

Kimberly Knaak
Staff Writer
here were 4,017 reported rapes in San
Bernardino County
in 2006, which is 4 percent of all violent crimes committed according
to the state of the Region's 2007 report.
At CSUSB, there is a place
where students can go to get help.

T

The Psychological Counseling
Center, located inside of the Health
Center offices, offers services from
five therapists who specialize in a
variety of topics from sexual assault to academic stress.
The center also supplies
speeches in classes, and to various
organizations on campus.
They give speeches on sensitive subjects such as alcohol abuse,
drug addiction, time management

and sexual assault.
Additionally, they will also
tailor a program to any organization's needs.
"Students need to know they
are not alone in their problems,"
said Bridget Tucker, a licensed psychologist with the Psychological
Counseling Center
"We want to make it possible
for students who feel stressed and
who are having problems to know

it is important for them to talk with
someone."
All of the sessions at the center are free of charge for students
and the sessions are confidential.
The psychologist may also
suggest programs to students in the
community.
One of the most common reasons students visit the center is for
relationship problems.
They offer couples counseling
as long as one person is a student at
CSUSB.
Once a month, the center offers
group therapy forums. For the
month of April, the forum is a
men's group that meets every
Thursday from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The group helps men work out
personal issues such as anger,
stress, anxiety, depression and selfesteem.
This summer, CSUSB is planning to break ground on a new addition to the Health Center.
With this renovation, the counseling center will become larger
and more therapists will be hired to
accommodate the growing popula. tion of students.
The Counseling Center has
been on our campus since the
school was first inaugurated back in
1965.
Today, the Counseling Center
is busier than ever and trying hard
to accommodate all students who
need to get in.
The Counseling Center is open
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m~ to 5 p.m. with different hours
during the summer.
Students may call tq make an
appointment at 909-537-5040 or go
on-line to contact the Psychological Counseling Center.

Health risks of drinking too much alcohol carries a high cost
(Maria Macias/Chroicle).

Binge drinking can
be a fatal mistake
Maria Macias
Staff Writer
here is nothing like the
taste of an ice-cold
beer. Whatever the casual situation, be it a trip to the
beach or a party with friends, alcohol usually isn't far from the scene.
Overlooking the dangers of drinking may be a fatal mistake.
Binge drinking can be defined
as consuming an excess of alcohol
in a short amount of time.
On average, the human body
can only digest one serving of alcohol per hour.
However, physiological tolerance does differ based on height
and weight as well as other variables.
When binge drinking, the body
does not have the appropriate time
to process the alcohol.
This can have both mild and
severe effects. Negative reactions
vary from "blacking-out" to death.

T

Mixed drinks can be misleading if one is not careful because
they often have more than one serving of alcohol.
One serving of alcohol comprises either one 12-ounce beer,
five ounces of wine or a one and a
half ounce shot of 80 proof alcohol,
according to foodandnutrition.com
If one does choose to drink, it
should be done slowly. Drinking
slower allows one's body more
time to digest and process the alcohol.
"I used to go out every weekend just to get drunk, I ultimately
ruined my life and marriage because of it," said a former CSUSB
student who wishes to remain
anonymous.
The student is currently going
to counseling as well as other alcohol4lbuse related meetings.
If you feel that either you or a
friend is in need of assistance, you
do not have to look any further than
our campus Health Center.

Drinking too much water?
Elva Casas
Staff Writer

D

"Dr ink at least 8 glasses of water a day" Really? There is no scientific evidence to support that claim (Courtesy of www.healthessentails4yqu.com).

rinking eight glasses
of water a day to remain healthy has become common knowledge, but the
practice's benefits might be a myth.
Some specialists have questioned this concept since little to no
proof has been provided to support
it.
The notion may have started
when the Food and Nutrition Board
of the National Research Council
recommended approximately one
milliliter Of water for each calorie
offood.

In its next sentence, the Board
stated "most of this quantity is contained in prepared foods."
That last sentence may have
been missed, resulting in erroneous
interpretation as to how much water
one should drink each day, according to Kidney Specialist Heinz
Valtin of the Dartmouth Medical
School.
"I first heard it from my
mother. She alwgys tried to make
me drink water but being a little kid
I wanted to drink soda and juice,"
CSUSB. Senior Janin Ayala said.
"As I grew older I also heard it
from my physical education teachers and my friends' parents."
Water has become a big business, even at CSUSB 's Obershaw
Dining Hall. According to Hector

"Tito" Calderon, assistant director
ofDining Services.
The Dining Hall orders about
40 cases of 12-ounce and 20 cases
of 24-ounce bottles of water a
week.
The bottles of water are sold at
$1.30 imd $1.60, depending on size.
The revenue for selling all the
cases of w·ater is about $1 ,600 a
week, just at the Obershaw Dining
Hall.
Kidney specialists do agree on
one thing, that the 8-by-8 rule is an
overestimate of any required minimum.
To replace daily losses of
water, an average-sized adult with
healthy kidneys sitting in a temperate climate needs no more than one
liter of fluid, according to Jurgen

Schuermann, a kidney physiologist
at the National Institutes of Health.
One liter is the equivalent of
about four 8-ounce glasses.
According to most estimates,
that is roughly the amount of water
most Americans get in solid food.
Though doctors do not recommend it, many of us could cover our
bare-minimum daily water needs
without drinking anything during
the day, according to the Los Angeles Times.
In 2004, the Institute of Medicine recommended that women
should average 91 ounces of fluid a
day, and that men should get about
125 ounces.
Stella Volpe, a nutritionist at
the University of Pennyslvania
School of Nursing, was part of the
panel that came up with the numbers.
She says you get more than
what you need from water, coffee,
soda and soup.
Volpe also adds that people get
20 percent of their daily water from
solid food, much of which contains
. water.
"Drink when you're thirsty,"
said Kidney specialist Stanley
Goldfarb of the University of Pennsylvania. "That's the way your body
is designed."
To remain healthy, we need to
take in enough water to replace the
amount we lose daily through excretion, perspiration, and other bodily functions.
That amount can vary widely
from person to person, based upon
a variety of factors such as age,
physical condition, activity level
and climate.
People easily get plenty of
water. Let thirst be your guide instead of counting glasses.
If you prefer coffee or soda,
all beverages, even those with caffeine, count toward the daily water
allotment, according to the Institute
of Medicine.
"Thus, I have found no scientific proof that absolutely every person must drink at least eight glasses
of water a day," Valtin added.
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Live Nation unites with Jay-Z
Steven Morel
Staff Writer

American Idol judge Randy Jackson "gives back" and poses with two children. (Courtesy of
www.Am ericanldol.com)

American Idol gives back
Vanessa Garcia
Staff Writer
he audience was
amazed as, "Idol Gives
, Back" held one of its
most heartfelt shows of the year.
Remarkable performances by
Snoop Dogg, John Legend and Fergie encouraged millions of Americans to donate to charities like Save
the Children, AlpS in Africa and
Malaria No More.
Maria Shriver, wife of Governor . Arnold Schwarzenegger,
opened the sqow as a guest speaker
and gave a speech on the donations
that Idol has given in the past.
Children all over the world
have been helped and lives have
been saved thanks to contributions
m!lde by Idol in years past.
CSUSB student Eric Hatoum
said that Snoop Dogg's performance was one ot ht tavonte performances of the night. He was
glad to see such a combination of

artists.
"Idol Gives Back" combined
moments oflaughter as well as moments of sadness. Comedians like
Ben Stiller, Robin Williams and
Jimmy Kimmel brought humor to
the stage. One of the night's
comedic highlights was Jimmy
Kimmel 's jokes that focused on
American Idol judge Simon Cowell.
Kimmel pushed his jokes to
the edge when he spoke of Simon's
nipples and ridiculous hairstyle as
Simon sat in the front row of the
audience. Laughs and expressions
of shock filled the faces ofthe rows
of people who sat behind the
judges. The show started with an
unexpected song performance by
actress Teri Hatcher. This was
Hatcher's first live singing performance on television.
Guest actors like Forest
Whitaker gave statistics on how
many children in Africa and the
U.S. die due to poverty and lack of

treatment. Whitaker said that every
30 seconds a child in Africa dies of
malaria; every hour, a child dies of
AIDS; and every three hours, a
teenager is shot.
One profound moment of the
evening was when U2's Bono appealed on behalf of the unfortunate
children. Bono's clip was filt1;1ed in
Africa as he roamed poverty
stricken streets.
He spoke to children infected
with AIDS and to orphans whose
families had died of the disease.
Eyes watered as people watched
babies suffering in tears, with
bumps all over their faces and tom
clothes.
Carolina Bautista, a CSUSB
student, said she was thrilled to see
young pop singers taking the time
to put on a great show for charity.
"Since pop artist set most of
the trends, it's great that they can
start the trend in giving for charity
and hope others will follow," said
Bautista.

This want of touring may also
be because most record labels'
record sales have gone down 25
percent in the last two years because of downloading, and more
money can be made off of a tour.
Live Nation knows fahs can hear
the music for free, but they cannot
get into the concerts for free or get
free merchandise.
Live Nation usually has deals
with rock and country artists, making Jay-Z their first venture into the
rap community. Other large artists
who have recently signed with Live
Nation are ·Madonna, who signed
for $120 illion, and U2; who

signed for $1 00 million. These
artists' contracts are different from
Jay-Z's because their music is not
going to be owned by Live Nation.
Jay-Z can be seen on tour with
Mary J. Blige April 18 at the Verizoo Wireless Amphitheatre in
Irvine. Both of the artists recently
made an appearance on "Late Night
with David Letterman" to help promote their tour.
Earlier this month Jay-Z married long time girlfriend and fellow
superstar Beyonce Knowles of
Destiny's Child. The very private
ceremony was held in Jay-Z's New
York apartment.

apper Jay-Z is in negotiations with con.
cert
promotion
company Live Nation to leave his
long-time label Def Jam for $150
million.
Jay-Z has been with Def Jam
for many years and was president
of the label for 3 years until he
stepped down last December. JayZ has been wanting to leave the
label since relations with parent
corporation Universal went sour
over renewing a contract.
Live Nation is the world's
biggest concert promoter. They
own many venues and arenas and
music festival sites around the
world.
Live Nation is not a record
label, but has other ways to profit
off of Jay-Z. They own rights to
concerts, websites, merchandise
and other business ventures Jay-Z
is involved with. One of these busi-,
ness ventures will be his own
record label that Live Nation will
back financially for it's first five
years.
Live Nation will also supply
Jay-Z's other business ventures
with $25 million, according to the
New York Times.
The record label he will be
starting is said to be called Roc Nation. This label cannot be started
until he releases his fmal album for
Def Jam which he hopes to release
by the end of this year.
'$1 0 million will be given to
Jay-Z for every album he puts out,
not including portions of record
sales that Live Nation also gets a
part of.
Live Nation relies on touring
for profit more than record sales.
The 10-year contract says Jay-Z has
to release at least three albums
within those 10 years according.
A lot of touring can be done
after the albums' release.
Signing to Live Nation will
allow Jay-Z to tour more because
Live Nation makes it very easy to
tour. Jay-Z said he wants to tour
more and would rather get his
music out playing shows rather Jay-Z is leaving Def Jam Recor ds to sign with a concert promoter.
than the radio, according to the (Courtesy of www.celebrity-exchange.com)
New York Times.

Danity Kane ,r ecord
Diddy-discovered girl group isfirstfemale
ensemble to debut twice at Billboards # 1
Ad r ianna Menchaca
Staff Writer

to neuter is cuter.

.
,

During "Making the Band 3,"
the group came up with the name
Danity Kane, which is a female action hero who was created by
Dawn.
The females were also challenged to create their first album.
Danity Kane released their
second album, "Welcome to the
Dollhouse," on March 18.
The album's third track "Damaged" is the best track on the
album.
It was catchy with a good
rhythm. "Damaged" is the first hit
single to be released from "Welcome to the Dol!house" and is making it's way onto numerous radio
stations' top ten played songs.

"Damaged" is currently a top ten
featured song on iTunes.
The album consist of 16 tracks
including a few interludes. "Strip
Tease," "Sucka for Love," and "Poetry" are mo_re stand-out tracks on
the upbeat Pop/R&B album.
Student response has been
strong at CSUSB as well.
"I love the album. It's an upbeat CD that puts you in the mood
to dance, with lyrics that most females can relate to." said CSUSB
student Jeanette Arroyo.
Danity Kane is known for
their self-titled first album which
went platinum in 2006.
That album included the hit

anity Kane is the first
female group in Bill---.--"' board chart history to
have both their debut and sophomore albums enter the main album
chart at number one. "Welcome to
the Dollhouse" also debuted at
number one on Billboard's Top
R&B/Hip-Hop Albums chart.
The group was discovered in
2005 when CEO of Bad Boy Entertainment Sean "Diddy" Combs
searched the states for the best female singers and dancers to form a
five member group.
During his quest, Combs pro~WE~~~~~--~~
. duced the MTV reality show "Making the Band 3 .." It was during this
season that Danity Kane was .
formed. Aubrey O'Day, Aundrea
Fimbres, D Woods, Dawn Richards
and Shannon Bex were the lucky
five to make it into the group.
O'Day, and Fimbres are both
residents of San Bernardino
County. O'Day·was a member of
Alpha Chi Omega sorority while
attending Califonia University,
Irvine.
Fimbres attended Claremont
school in ninth and lOth grade be- Danity Kane's first and second album debuted at number one on
fore transferring 'to Upland High the Billboard chart. (Courtesy of www.fresbopoly.com)
School.
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Punk shows ..
What's a person to do? ·
Ken Dillard
Copy Editor

hen the curtain finally goes up at a
punk concert and
hundreds of bodies crush towards
the stage, the energy in the room is
almost tangible. Hundreds of fists
spear the air as the band begins to
play. The crowd becomes a singular
sweat-soaked spirit-machine, made
of many parts but working towards
a common goal - feeding the band,
and each other, with manic energy.
· Unfortunately, this ideal is not
a certainty. Some poor souls just
don 't know how to act when they
fmd themselves at the crossroads of
alcohol, energy and punk.
It's OK, we're here to help.
Here's how to behave at a punk
show.

W

death at concerts. Not cool.
Try to keep the pit within it~_;
natural boundaries. It's understand ;
able that someone is going to occasionally reel out of control and '
plow into the rest of the crowd. •
This is fine, but some jerk always
seems to think it's necessary to in- •
tentionally challenge the integrity ;
of the pit's walls. Lame.

. getting your money' s worth, your
clothes will definitely be soaked
with a combination of sweat (not
just yours) and a variety of spilled
beverages. It's worth it.

***

Step 2 - Be a Fan
So, you plunked down $20$30, braved the Hollywood freeways and actually found a
reasonably-priced parking place.
The Least you could do is participate.
No, you don't have to know all
the words (it wouldn' t hurt, though)
and nobody's asking you to mosh,
but you might as well get in the
crowd and throw up a few random
fist pumps.

***

Step 4 - Crowd-surfing
Crowd-surfing is probably thti;.
dumbest thing you can qo at a con-·
cert. Seriously, don't do it. Male
crowd-surfers will be dropped 't
(hopefully on their heads), fenialt~ '·
crowd-surfers will be groped (revolting but true) and crowd-surfers
of both genders will probably get
kicked out of stricter venues.
The worst part of crowd surf.r •
ing is the effect it has on fans in the
front few rows. These brave souls •
have endured the sometimes terri= •.
ble opening acts, the worst of the- ·
pushing and constant encroachment ·
on their territory from the circle-pit·.
Now, they have to deal with unexpected Doc Martens to the backs of
their heads because some genius·• •
just had to crowd-surf.
There are few thrills that can ·:·
match the'joyous blend of aggression, adrenaline, unity and joy that
is a punk concert. If we all take this '"
guide into advisement, more shows •
thro\1ghout the Southland this summer will be the best they can be. Look forward to future stories- •
about etiquette in various publia ··
events in future editions.

***

Step 3 - The Pit
The circle-pit has become
something of a punk-rock staple in
recent years. Any show worth th~
price of admission will undoubtStep 1 - Look the part.
edly sport one of these swirling
A Bad Religion concert is not mobs of adrenaline-junkies.
the time or place to wear your
Should you decide to brave the
Nickelback or Creed T,.shirt. You're bruises and body odor and enter the
just asking for trouble.
pit, there are a few (usually) unspoAlso, if you don't actUally · ken guidelines.
have a mohawk, don't pretend.
Don 't hurt anybody. Sure,
Nothing says "poser" louder than a everybody's going to be a Little sore
faux-hawk.
the next day, but the point of the pit
Wear tough shoes that won 't is to generate adrenaline and encome off easily, or you will lose ergy, not pools of blood from some
them. Boots or Chucks are good poor sap's nose.
ideas.
If someone falls down (and
Your best bet is to go with an they will), help them up. This may
older pair of jeans and aT-shirt you seem counterintuitive, but people
don't care much about. If you 're have actually been trampled to

·* **

Top left: Chuck Taylor tennis shoes (Courtesy of www.converse.com), Top middle: Boots (Courtesy of
www.captaindaves.com), Top right: flip flops (Courtesy of www.uncrate.com). Crowd graphics created by Ken Dill!lrd!Cbronicle.

D9n't 'Ruin' your day
New scare flick just a plain horror

. .~

Complete,your teaching credential in as litde as 9. ........-,~..
be a paid intern teacher while you ~omplete Ql\ti'P .fll

""l

' Ruins" failed to terrify audience members (Courtesy of www.slashfllm.com).
The actors in "The
do not sing out, "Welcome! Have a
nice visit, buy a postcard and
please come back."
he Ruins" will ruin
Instead, they are greeted by
your day. The premise grave, forebo,d ing faces that say,
of the film wanders in "You're done for, you stupid Amerthe realm of the ridiculous.
icans."
A group of young Americans
Once at the ruins the group
travel to Mexico, on a day trip to stumbles on the vines that cover the
ancient Mayan ruins where they ruins. This in turn freaks out the lo- ·
are trapped and held hostage by cals and they start brandishing
venomous flesh eating vines.
guns, chasing the group to the top
This film has been labeled by of the ruins.
DreamWorks marketing .departAt this point the characters and
ment as yet another Americans-in- the audience realizes there is no
a-foreign-land-meet-an-untimely-e place like home. A line in the film,
nd film. Unlike other films in this "Americans just don't disappear on
genre, like Eli Roth's "Hostel," this vacation," is almost comical at this
film falls flat on its face.
point in the film.
Laura Ramsey and Jens MarWhat follows is the vicious
ilure star as best friends who head vines that terrorize our group. The
, to Mexico, along with their vines themselves become a conduit
boyfriends, played by Shawn Ash- . for the theme of the film, which is
more and Jonathan Tucker.
the daunting task of trying to sur.'
The group meets a couple of vive in what seems like a hopeless
German tourists who ask if they situation and how that wears on the
would like to join them in checking spirit of the characters.
out some of the local Mayan ruins.
Being pitted against killer
I often wonder why filmmakers al- plants that can mimic human
ways insist upon insulting the in- . vojces and sound causes the chartelligence of the audience: For acters to experience a broad range
example, while the characters were of human emotions. Fear, denial,
on their W'C/-Y to the ruins, a local jealousy, plotting against one ancab driver warns them not to go. other and losing one's sense of reNot only is that telling story instead ality. Finally the plants explode out
of showing it, it's just bad story- of the open wounds of our charactelling.
ters. All this comes into·play and
While on the path to the ruins survival is the question that, our
the group passes locals whose faces characters need to figure out. It's

Joshua Hamlin

Staff Writer

..

not the vine.s but each other that
pose the biggest threat in the end.
This horrible horror script was
penned by Scott. Smith from his
successful novel of the same name.
Tne script spends no time on developing characters but instead relies on cinematic trickery to scare
the story into the audience.
Coming in at what seemed like
a very long 91 minutes, first time
feature director Carter Smith relies
on gore, shock and lots of blood.
To the director's credit, he did
manage to craft a few scenes that
made the audience cringe, which is
the objective in the horror genre.
The most memorable one is a
double amputation performed as a
last ditch effort of survival.
The film is edited to frighten
and the sound hits its mark every
time, but the combination of a few
powerful moments and a job well
done by the editing and sound
teams cannot save this film.
Unfortunately the film is riddled with problems. The night
scenes in the film were over lit. Instead of being able to see everything at night, we should be
amongst the shadow and the fog.
The directors shot selection
seemed to have no rhyme and reason to it.
Fin.ally at the end, I really did
not care what happened to any of
the characters. The credits could
not have rolled any sooner.

The College of Education at California State
Bernardino has programs in elementary
and special education.

Programs are
accredited at
national and
tate levels

Call us today
(909) 537-5603
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Latinas and birth cOntrol

Asian art experience

'

Gabrielle Mays
Staff Writer

Andrea Putnam
Staff writer
atinas have the highest
rate of unwanted preg~
nancy in the U.S., according to Sonia Carillo from
Planned Parenthood of San
Bernardino.
"Getting past the taboo of talking about sex is difficult in the
Latino community," said Carillo.
The Women's Resource Center
hosted a "Latinas and Birth Con. trot" presentation on April 8.
Latinas also count for over 30
percent of the student body.
Even though the number of
sexually active people using some
form of protection is increasing
each year, the Latino community
has the most teen pregnancies of
any nationality in the U.S., according to the National Center for
Health Statistics.
In her presentation, Ca~illo, of
Planned Parenthood, explained the
possible reasons why Latinas make
up the majority of teen mothers in
the U.S.
She stated that the Latino community has a lot of religious and
family influence in their sexual decision making, including birth control. The majority of the Latino
community is Roman Catholic,
which disapproves of pre-marital
sex and birth control.
The majority of Latinas come
from old-fashioned families. Birth
control is often foreign or disapproved of in many Latino households, according to Carillo.
"I never spoke to my daughter
about birth control because it just
makes them more encouraged to

L

Even though the number of sexually active people using some form of protection is increasing each year,
the Latino community has the most teen pregnancies of any other nationality in the U.S., according to the
National Center for Health Statistics (Andrea Putnam/Chronicle).
become sexually active at an early
age," said 74 year-old Victoria
Zelda, a Latina of San Bernardino.
" My mother never spoke to me
about it. Times have changed and I
think it's unfortunately going to be
harder for parents to do the same
with their kids."
Many young adults, especially
in the Latino community, are not
aware of the assistance that is available to them.
In San Bernardino, there is a
Planned Parenthood clinic that offers free assistance to those who
qualify.
The free assistance includes
testing, birth control and medical
advice.

Planned Parenthood is known
for making all of their assistance absolutely confidential. Every single
one of their patients can rest assured
that their visit is kept private and that
personal information is never disclosed to anyone else wit'1out consent
from the patient.
Unwanted pregnancies are not
the only consequences ofunprotected
sex. Sexually Transmitted Diseases
are also an issue to consider. Latinos
alone made up for almost 20 percent
of HIV/AIDS cases in the U.S. in
2005, according to the Center for Disease Control.
Dt~ring the presentation, Carillo had the audience participate irt an
exercise that had the audience define

what they believed intimacy was to
them. Everyone in the audience had a
different view of at what point in a relationship intimacy is performed.
"This is largely a problem with
couples, even in Latinos. Couples
lack communication and don't include one-another in their decision
making, especially with their sexual
relationship. Birth control and protected sex is crucial to speak about in
a relationship," said Carillo.
For more information regarding
safe sex and birth control, visit the
local Planned Parenthood of San
Bernardino.
Online help and service are
avallable 14 hours a day at
www.plannedparenthood.org.

Art and culture came together
and raised awareness at the Pacific
Realm Project.
The project is an effort to raise
awareness oftheAsian and Pacific
Islander communities through art.
The event brought together
different forms of artwork and the
opportunity for networking.
The Cross Cultural Center
held a celebration of Asian art in
the Santos Manuel Student Union
on April4 .
Inside the event center, stu·dents listened to a DJ play a mixture of music.
People also walked around and
grabbed shirts from artists who had
booths set up.
T o wards the end of the event, Stella
Moon began playing the keyboard
and sang.
"I wanted to do something different because 1 saw how hard my
parents worked," Pablo Romero, a
designer for Grimey Productions,
said.
Another form of Asian art displayed was hand-made Japanese
dolls called Kokeshi dolls.

The dolls have an oversized
head and no arms or legs.
The dolls, which are a traditional Japanese art-form, can be interpreted in many ways.
Normally made from wood,
the dolls were crocheted by Mem
Motokawa. She began making the
dolls earlier this year.
Each one has a different colored dress with a flower placed on
the side of the head.
Along with the dolls, Motokawa's art was also displayed.
She says the ,paintings she creates
represent the "purity of the soul."
Various snapshots ranging
from a man holding a street sign to
a picture of the sunset were displayed on the table.
Each photo captures what the
artist sees and wants to share with
his viewer.
Some of the pictures are
framed while other snapshots are
stacked in a pile allowing anyone
to browse through them and find
one that catches their eye.
"In today's world, everyone
needs to interact on a soul to soul
level," Motokawa said.
Her artwork is a display of her
Asian American heritage.

The Cross Cultural Center held a celebration of Asian art in the
Santos Manuel Student Union on April 4 (Gabrielle Mays/Chronicle).
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Do you have what it takes to be the next Chronicle Sudoku Master?
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SAVE GREEN. RIDE GREEN.
Lots of students already know that taking Omni to school or just
to hang out saves money. But it also helps save our
environment. Our CNG (compressed natural gas)
buses reduce emissions as much as 87% compared to
diesel buses. In fact, we've been using environmentally
friendly, natural gas-powered vehicles since 1997. So try
it yourself. Purchase a Student Bus Pass and give Omni a
ride. You'll be doing something that's good for the air and
good for your pocket.

Student Bus Passes available at
Coyote Bookstore.

•
1-800-9-0MNIBUS

OMNITRANS.ORG
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Congratulations to last issue's Sudoku masters,
Alejandra Viramontes a~d Terri Potts!
Next week, this could be you! Bring your completed
Chronicle Sudoku puzzle to our office in UH-037.

Complete route and schedule Informal ion online.
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Tireless leader remembered
Elsa Escarcega
Staff Writer
he Cross-Cultural Cen' ter celebrated Ces~r
Chavez day on April 1,
showing documentaries that lasted
throughout the day about farm
workers.
"We want to make the connection between the man and his work.
He is Martin Luther King, Jr. for
Latino culture," said Tamara
Ho!der, cross cultural center coordinator.
"People don't make the connection. We are trying to help make
that connection. Hopefully we
made it with the literature available
at the center."
Cesar Chavez holiday celebrates the tireless leadership he
gave for the struggle of farm workers to provide safe working conditions and better pay.
·
Chavez founded the National Farm
Workers Association (NFWA) in .
1966. The NFWA would later become the United Farm Workers
(UFW).
"It's an important event for.the
campus community because a lot of
people from this campus have history on the farmer community,"
said Mario Garcia, a graduate assistant at the cross cultural center.
"We have a mixed group of
students that come (to the Cross
Cultural Center) and it is important
for them to learn and be informed
about Cesar Chavez."
One of Chavez's efforts included a 340-mile march from Delano to Sacramento in 1966.
The March was intended to
bring national attention to the
NFWA problems, according to the
UFW website.
As part of one of his non-violent protests he fasted for sev·era1
days.
"A fast is first and foremost, personal. It is a fast for the purifieation
of my own body, mind, and soul.
The fast is also a heartfelt prayer for
purification and strengthening for
.

Top: Protesters during the early years of the Farm Workers Union
fighting for better com,litions and pay (Courtesy of
home.sandiego.edu).
Bottom: A group ofworkers marching and showing their support
for the cause (Courtesy of shopthe future.org).

T

Cesar Chavez meeting with members of the Labor Council of Latin America Advancement. Chavez
fnught for the rights of migrant farm workers. (Courtesy of http://www.dol.gov/oasam)
all those who work beside me in th~
farm worker movement," Chavez
said.
"The fast is also an act of
penance for those in positions of
moral authority and for all men and
women activists wb.o know what is
right and just, who know that they
could and should do more.
"The fast is finally a declaration of non-cooperation with super-

markets who promote, sell and
profit from California table grapes.
"During the past few years I
have been studying the plague of
pesticides on our land and our
food."
Chavez died in his sleep in
1993 near Yuma, Arizona where he
was helping the UFW attorneys
fight a lawsuit.
"Cesar gave his last ounce of

'

strength defending the farm workers in this case," .UFW Presidt111t
Arturo Rodriguez successor 'Of
Chavez, said.
·•'
"Every day in California and i!J
other states where farm workers are
organizing, Cesar Chavez lives -in
their hearts. Cesar lives wherev(\r
Americans' he inspired work nonviolently for social change," He
added.

Olympic Protest
student bonus cash
Heaton
lth scienc~jop-ed editor
orchbearers in San
Francisco, last week,
planned to jog by
T&T Stadium, trot along the walt.•rtTn••t of the bay and pass adoring
carrying the prestigious
· torch.
But the opposite happened; the
was greeted with thousands of
tpn)testers who lined the streets with
and placards opposing
's repressive policies.
The protests came after the
was received by passionate
.,...,,,.,.,,,n"t-r"1'""" in London and Paris
also tried to extinguish the

T

,f

The protesters used the torch
as a stage to exploit China's viofhuman rights in Tibet.
Sen. Hillary Clinton has now
called for President George Bush to
boycott the opening ceremonies, according to the Washington Post.
''The president's position about
the Olympics has been that this not
a political event but a chance for athletes to compete at the top of their
class," said presidential spokes'""'m""" Dana Perino.
The Chinese government is trying to ignore the thousands of protesters around the world, claiming
that the OlYmpics should be a "tribute to the love of sport."
We are about to have the
biggesf sporting event in the world.
Should it be political?
Of course it should.
The Olympics and the cereleading up to the games
been deeply political for the
last 50 years.
China was well aware of this as

E X

made an
relay, the longest in Olympic history.
The relay that will touch six continents was designed to show China's
economic vastness and political
power to the world.
-If we don't politicize the
Olympics, China will.
It's common knowledge
Bush. will not boycott the VJ-"•'.LlJ"ol•
ceremonies or the games.
China holds half of
debt. Bush 'wants to stay on
political grounds with China.
China is not going to cancel
games because people tried to
out the torch or because three
scaled the golden gate bridge
hang a huge banner that read
Tibet."
That doesn't mean that
We are not going to change
icy in China or convince Bush
protest the Olympics but we
be able to change Olympic policy.
One of the greatest moments
Olympic history was in the 1
Mexico City games when
Smith and John Carlos stood on
podium with raised fists. We need
·give the athletes a voice.
Rule 51 subsection 3, of
Olympic Charter states, ''No kind
demonstration or political, '"''""''u"''or racial propaganda is permitted
any Olympic sites, venues or
areas."
In short, athletes who pull
"Free Tibet" banners in
could be sent home.
"This is meaningful,
something that can be "'ll'lll"·"'u,
said CSUSB Professor Scott
driquez, "the athletes need a
We need to protest
policy, give the athletes a voice.
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Additional savings just for college ·and trade school ·
students, recent grads and g'rad students

LINCOLN

See Well site for $500 Student Bonus Cash Official Program Rules • www.FordDrtvesU.com/College.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER lliE FORD DRIVES U: TO TltE "REELn WORLD SWEEPSTAKES. Sweepstakes Is open to legal residents of the 48 contiguous United Slates and District of Columbia who are at •
least 18 years of age and currenuy enrolled as a part-Ume ()( fuli-Ume student at a nationally accredned U.S. college ()( university and possess a valid U.S. driver's license. SweePStakes commences at 12:00:01 PM on •
March 15, 2008 and ends at 11:59:59 PM on December 31, 2008. Sweepstakes Is subject to Official Rules. For complete prize descltptlons al)d approximate retail values 01 to obtain Official Roles, log ooto www.FordDrivesU.com/College. :
VOID IN PU.SKA AND HAWAII AND WHERE PROHIBITED BY ll\W.
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McCain too old and bald?
Lauren Padia
Staff Writer
ith racist and sexist
attitudes towards
the
Democratic
Presidential candidates abound,
new prejudices of ageism and even
"hairism" may be working against
Sen, John McCain.
There are obvious prejudices
that may hinder Sen. Barack
Obama and Sen. Hillary Clinton in
. the upcoming election, but McCain
too will have to battle preconceived
biases.
"Ageism" is prejudice against
elderly people that assumes they
may be less competent or slower
mentally.
A survey conducted by the
Pew Research Center revealed that
II percent of the population were
less likely to vote for a candidate

W

Sen. John McCain's age won't effect him as much as the age of his
policieS_(Courtesy of www.caglecartoons.com).

based on their sex, and only 4 percent were ,less likely to vote for a
candidate based on racial issues.
Surprisingly, 48 percent of the
people surveyed said they were Jess
likely to vote for a candidate who
was in their 70s, according to
Newsweek.
What is even more startling are
the statistics against bald men.
There has not been a bald President for over 50 years.
Some political consultants rationalize that this is because a full
head ofhair is more appealing, and
portrays a youthful exuberance.
The last time Rudy Giuliani
was elected as mayor in 1997, he
had a full head of hair. This could
be one reason why his GOP nominee, campaign got cut short.
Vice President Dick Cheney is
only 67 and, after having a series of
heart attacks and serious health

problems, has been the subject of
many late-night jokes.
The rise of ageism and hairism
are really only effecting McCain in
this election.
Note that Obama has a full
head of hair and is also much
younger, 46. Clinton, who is only
60, has been fairing pretty well
against it as well, constantly being
asked by reporters who her hairstylist is.
With negative attitudes toward
the elderly and the aesthetic desire
for a full head of hair, it looks as
though McCain, 71, should be
spending more time cbnvincing us
of his own youthful spirit and energy.
McCain has been under attack
for public statements acknowledging his ignorance on the state of the
economy.
His opinion on the War in Iraq

is also widely unpopular with Democrats, independents and even
some moderate Republicans.
The effect it will have on our
troops, along with the mere mention of a trillion dollar deficit
makes many cringe.
These new prejudices might be
working against McCain, but they
are not slowing him down.
He's the shoo-in Republican
nominee and has been endorsed by
political big-wigs such as California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
and President George Bush himself.
Ultimately, it won't be his age
and receding hairline that will be
detrimental to his cainpaign.
McCain's admitted lack of
knowledge on the economy and unpopular stances on the war in Iraq
and social issues will be what
brings him down in the end.

~

Smile! You're
on camera

Protecting citizens is important, but at what cost? Privacy is becoming a thing of the past (Robert Gramer/Chronicle).
administration or the government .
The government may be the catalyst, but they are not the ones to
blame.
~th the never-endI blame us.
mg war on terror
When we saw the cameras
and with people
feeling more unsafe than ever, cam- going up, we should have
protested.
eras are now everywhere.
We should have done research
Like ads on the Internet, they
to find out the reason for the camjust keep popping up.
Originally, the cameras were eras.
thought to be an additional eye to
Don't be afraid to get inhelp keep the country safer. Now, volved and take some sensible acthey are becoming commonplace . tion. When you see something
wrong, you should speak up.
everywhere.
First, it started with busiThe biggest threat to our safety
nesses, then on highways and traf- is allowing our true voices not to be
fic intersections, schools, and now heard.
We blame the government, but
even apartment complexes. Where
will it end?
the real truth is we should blame
If"1984" by George Orwell is ourselves for allowing our leaders
the world we are moving toward, to control us.
If you haven't registered to
it's only because we allow it.
If you've never seen the vote, that is a wonderful first step
George Lucas classic, "THX in having your voice heard.
1138," it might be worth a view
What js the true purpose they
are being used f-or and how will
now.
Society is at a crossroads. We they be monitored? What do they
want to preserve our freedom but do with all the footage they record?
also be protected.
I hear so m~ny people comOur government is not the rea- · plain about what the world is beson for the surveillance society, we corping, but in reality, the world is
are. Did you protest cameras going what we make it.
We can either allow people to
up? They are all over our univermake decisions for us, or be part of
sity.
You can even use some of the the decisi~n-making.
Glance around, the world is
cameras on campus from your own
quickly changing.
computer.
Smile, you're on camera.
Many want to blame the Bush

Robert Gramer
Staff Writer
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·P ersonal trainers available now

-------------------------------------~

Recreation Center helps students get into shape at affordable prices

'w

FeShea McLaughlin
Staff Writer

,

eight Joss training
is now professional
and affordable.
The CSUSB Recreation Center
now offers personal training sessions at an affordable price for students, staff, faculty and alumni.
Certified personal trainers are
available at the Recreation Center
to work with students on a one-onone basis.
Ninety percent of the trainers
are certified through American
Council Exercise or ACSM.
Trainers are an aid in achieving personal fitness goals.
The forty to sixty minute, one-

on-one sessions are designed to
help people meet individual goals
and needs.
There are nine personal trainers on staff. Most trainers are cur~
rent students.
Bruce
~~we
Heckert, supervisor of
the personal
trainers, feels
students will
benefit from
peer training.
"Since
most of our
trainers are
students, they know what their
clients are going through with
school."

An initial assessment it required to detennine an affective
and personalized fitness plan.
The consultation with a personal trainer will ask questions
about
the
client's life
style, attitude towards
fitness, eating, and how
much exercise · would
be best.
Heckert
also pointed
out that the
personal training at the Rec. Center
is non-profit.
"We will not recommend more

try to get a client
through the gym with
knowledge about the
equipment so they can
. move forward on
their own"

sessions than someone will need.
We try to get ·a client through
the gym with knowledge about the
equipment so they can move forward on their own," said Heckert.
According to the CSUSB Rec.
Center website, one to four sessions
will cost $20 per session, five to
nine sessions wi II cost $18 per session, and ten or more sessions will
cost $16 per session.
Buddy training is also available for a less expensive price per
session.
For more information about
personal training through CSUSB,
visit the Fitness Center Reception
Desk or Membership Services
Desk.
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4/19/2008
4/19/2008
412012008
4/25/2008
4/25/2008
4/26/2008
4/26/2008

UC Santa Barbara
Cal State Northridge
Pomona Pitzer
'NWPA Tournament
'NWPA Tournament
'NWPA Tournament
'NWPA Tournament
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4/18/2008
4/19/2008
4/25/2008
4/26/2008
5/112008
5/2/2008

Chico State (DH)
Chico State (DH)
CSU Stanislaus (DH)
CSU Stanislaus
CCAA tournament
CCAA tournament

-Northridge, Calif.
-Northridge, Calif.
-San Bernardino, Calif. -Aquatic Center
-Los Angeles, Calif.
-Los Angeles, Calif.
-Los Angeles, Calif.
-Los Angeles, Calif.

-San Bernardino, Calif.- Softball Park (DH)
-San Bernardino, Calif. - Softball Park (DH)
-Turlock, Calif. (DH)
-Turlock, Calif.
-San Bernardino, Calif.
-San Bernardino, Calif.
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4/17/2008 Cal State L.A.
4/18/2008 Cal State L.A.
4/19/2008 Cal State L.A. (DH)
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Festival of Dancing Colors Workshops
April 20, Cal State San Bernardino
~~ ~ltm:i~ *~ ~~~ ~~~ ~t ~rm~ ~~~~ ~~ !loorwoo, ~rmt ~~ ~~~ ~:~~ ·~~.m.
~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ f&JJ ~r~ ~oo 1~oo ~~~ M~~~
_1 0:30-12:30 Milk 'n' Honey:Tribal Fusion meets the Far East
with more Oooey Gooey combos and dramatic slow precision, assembled into
two mini-choreographies performed to "Ashes to Phoenix" from Balance by
Solace. Workshop companion OVD available for $15, Balance by Solace CD
available for $16@ www.bluedamsel.org: $25 ($35
at
·

. . . . ~----- _10:30-12:30 Balance and Grace
By Etoile: Get tools to develop your core and
keep yourself centered for your most dramatic presentation: bring
an item of your choosing to balance atop your head. For dancers of
all genres: $20 ($30 at the door)

Etoile

_

11 :30-12:30 Beautiful Beading by Mary: Learn

beading techniques to decorate your costume or jazz up street clothes. You will leave class
with a decorated zill bag. All supplies included: $20 ($30 at the door)

Robin J

Noon
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

1 p.m.
Noon
1 p.m.
Noon
TBA
TBA

-Los Angeles, Calif.
-Los Angeles, Calif.
-SaD Bernardino, Calif. -Arrowhead
Credit Union Park (DH).

3p.m.
Noon

's Go
All Day
All Day

-------------------------------------· ~.

Baseball strives·for turnaround
Seniors Cheyne Hann and
Matt Long were recognized for
their achievements on the mound.
!though hopes have
The team's offense has been
been high for Coyote lead by junior Johnny Haas and
baseball to be a sub- senior Jason Klug.
stantial force in the California ColHaas' 59 hits place him second
legiate
Athletic
Association in the conference.
Klug. has three triples in the
(CCAA), the reality is that they are
struggling.
conference and his 49 RBI are the
The Coyotes have a record of second best total in the conference.
9-15 in the conference. There is less
On Friday, May 11 the Coythan a month left to tum the season otes beat San Francisco 11 - 1. They
around before the CCAA touma- had 14 hits and had nine walks that
ment, which begins May 8.
helped give the Coyotes the advanCSUSB returned seven pitch- tage.
ers this season, and the staff was
Long help the Coyotes with
anticipated to be the key to success. the win by striking out 12 batters
Coaches and players had con- and improved his 2008 record.
fidence that pitching would allow · Long holds the Coyote record for
the Coyotes to be a recognized strikeouts.
force jn conference and beyond.
Mike Minjares was the lead off
CSUSB's 4.16 walks per game hitter for offense, having a total of
is second in the CCAA and they are three hits and driving three runs.
seventh out often CCAA teams in Brent Planck was three-for-four
strikeouts.
with two runs scored and two RBls.
This week, the Coyotes will
Two pitchers, however, have
been recognized as Wilson CCAA face fifth-place Cal State L.A.(l3Pitcher of the Week.
10), a team the Coyotes beat twice

FeShea McLaughlin
Staff Writer

'A

in a non-conference three-game series in February.

Mike Minjares bas been a key
factor for the Coyotes. The team
looks to improve their record
(Bree Diaz I Chronicle).

Johnson of Troupe 'Melangees: Includes the amazing Tribal
Cardio DVD ($20 value!) How to take your belly dance to the dance club (
den) for a great workout: $25 ($35 at the door)
·

_12:30·2:30 ATS 101

by Sooz of
Mirabelle: Learn favorite American Tribal Style
(ATS) movements, cues for leading, formations, body
positioning, and transitions... as only Sooz can
demonstrate!: $25 ($35 at the door)

l

_2: 30-4:00 Gypsylicious Workout by

Sooz

Jennifer Gutierrez of Burning Incense: Turkish
skirt seduction skills (wear your fullest skirt!) for all dance
levels, taught by the director of the award· winning Burning
Incense: $20 ($30 at door)

PIJvil Pmi.CGIII

ileers•••••

·1'\rn'''""T"" form and mail

Priot &111110

lilt P.G.

The Coyotes baseball team works on pitching as a strong point in their success for the remainder of the
season (Bree Diaz/Chronicle).

,
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3 p.m.

12:30·2:30 Takin' It To The Club! By Robin

't

• r

...

le

412012008 CCAA Championship -Paso Robles, Calif.
5/4/2008 NCAA West Regional -TBA

Bruce Heckert is one of the trainers at the recreation and fitness center. Pictured above Heckert, shows student Angelica Espinoza the correct way for her to work on her forearms (FeSbea McLaughlin I Chronicle).

1 p.m.

4 p.m.
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Four,athletes honOred facility
awarded

Justin Delos Reyes
Staff Writer
he Coyote Athletic Association (CAA) diverted from tradition
and chose four students instead of
two, to receive the award for Student Athletes of the Month at its
meeting on April 2.
· According to Athletic Director
Dr. Kevin Hatcher, each of the four
students - Freyja Berg (women's
water polo), Micah Burke (men's
golf), Jordan Dahl (softball), and
Jason Klug (baseball) - were honored at the April board meeting because
of their
outstanding
performances Last month.
Berg's 328 goals recently SIJ!-

T

byNIRSA
Cour tesy of
CSUSB Public Affairs

C

"It lets student ath-

letes know that we
care
/I

passed Sarah Reneker-Schweiger's
career scoring record of 324.
This season, Berg has tallied
82 goals and is ranked second in the
nation.
"Freyja is arguably the best
women's water polo playe~ we've
had. But beyond that, she's one of

The Coyotes Jordan Dahl goes for a bunt during a game. Dahl, along with three other athletes have been awarded with Student Athletes of
the Month because of their exceptional performance (Courtesy of Robert Whitehead).

the best athletes we've had in the
history of our program," Hatcher
said.
Burke shot rounds of 69, 65
and 69 for a 54-hole total of203 at
last month's Southern Cali~rnia
Intercollegiate event at the Marbella Country Club in San Juan
Capistrano. Due to his stellar play,
Burke went on to win his first collegiate tournament at the event.
Dahl is the leading hitter on the

softball team. She also leads the
team in stolen bases and runs
scored. Additionally, with 35 RBI
and eight home runs, Dahl is second on the team in those categories.
"She's a phenomenal hitter,"
said Hatcher.
Hatcher describes Klug's onthe-field and off-the-field characteristics as " limitless." Klug's
performance in March supports

Hatcher's description,
Klug is the baseball team's
leader in home runs and RBI. His
42 RBI rank him second in the Galifornia Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA).
Although CSUSB student athletes have the opportunity to be recognized as the CCAA Player of the
Week (among other recognitions),
being a recipient of the CAA Stu-

dent Athlete of the Month award is
a significant accomplishment as
well.
"It Jets student athletes know
that we care," said Hatcher.
The CAA is the fund-raising
division of the school's athletic program. It meets on the first Wednesday of every month and supports
the athletic program by raising
funds for scholarships.

The members of the board are
picked internally. It consists of
CSUSB faculty and staff, residents
of the community, and community
business leaders.
Student-athletes with GPAs of
3.0 or higher can also make it onto
the Athletic Director's Honor Roll.
Last qvarter, . more than half of
CSUSB's student-athletes earned
this distinction.

Tennis season comes to a close
Frisella Cooper
Staff Writer
s
the
Coyote
women's tennis team
looks back on their
season, they know they made his-

A

al
State
San ~
Bernardino's
new
Student Recreation
and Fitness Center has been selected as an outstanding facility by
the National Intramural Recreational Sports Association.
· The university was presented
with one of the NIRSA Outstanding Sports Facilities Awards at the
organization's 2008 Annual Conference and Recreational Sports
Expo, April 2-5 in Austin, Texas.
Only five institutions in the nation
were recognized with the award.
"We are excited to receive this
award for CSUSB," said Rick
Craig, director of recreational
sports at Cal State San Bernardino.
"To be recognized by our peers as
having a facility others should emulate is both gratifying and humbling. It is a testament to our
stu1lents who gave us invaluable
feedback, but more importantly approved the construction of the Student Recreation and Fitness
Center."
NIRSA recognized the team
that designed and built the $13 million, 38,000-square-foot center,
which opened in April 2007. The
center was designed by international architects Hellmuth, Obata

tory.
The team's record may not
look like proof of a victorious season, but they did reach new heights
in California Collegiate Ath1e t i c

Association (CCAA).
The Coyotes beat Cal Poly
Pomona for the first time in the
school's history with a 5-4 win this
season in February.
The remaining season proved
to be a test for the Coyotes.

Ashley Hulett prepares for a backhand against her. opponent. Hulett, along with four other teammates
received the "Cody Coyote Award" for both fall and winter quater (Priscilla Cooper/ Chronicle).

They faced the defending nificant contribution this year.
Every quarter, Cal State San
CCAA champion UC San Diego
Tritons\ who defeated the Coyotes, Hernarctino honors their studentathletes who make academic hon8-1.
One of the highlights of the ors for achieving grade · point
match against the Tritons was averages between 3.0 and 4.0.
This year, the Coyotes
freshman Brittany Choate's wm
women's tennis team was honored
over San Diego's Tessa Tran.
Choate lost the first set, l-6, with the "Cody Coyote Award."
This particular award· is prebut persevered to win a tough second set, 6-3, before gutting out sev- sented to the school's athletic team
eral long exchanges from the that posts the highest grade point.
baseline to take the tie-breaker, 10- average as a team every quarter.
The team had a collective
3.
Other close matches of the day grade point average of3.36 for the
came from double partners, Jen- winter quarter.
Not only did the team receive
nifer Joy and Leslie Horn, who lost
the
award
for last quarter, the team
8-4. Doubles partners Do~ie Elwell
also
received
the award for the fall
and Choate also lost a close set, 8quarter of 2007.
5.
During the fall
Even though
"We
had
a
big
quarter,
the team
the team faced deachieved a collecfeat in confere!lce,
improvement
tive 3.47 GPA.
the team is .focused
from last sea- . Junior Xinia
for next year.
Chaves was one of
son/'
"We had a big
the team's top conimprovement from
tributors to the
last season," said
award. Chaves, Choate, Elwell,
sophomore Ashley Hulett.
Hulett will be one of the re- Horn and Hulett were all named
"Leader of the Pack."
turning players next season.
Those athletes that make
Along with her, six of the eight
"Leader
or the Pack" earn grade
women will be returning to the
poin't
averages
between 3.5 and 4.0.
Coyotes next year.
While
other
athletes that mainThe Coyotes will lose their
number one player, Jennifer Joy. tain a GPA below a 3.5 and above a
Joy played her final home game 3.0 are noted as being "Coyote
against UCSD, losing the match 6- Pups."
As the season closes for the
l, 6-4.
Sonoma marked Joy's final women's tennis team, they look
season match of her remarkable forward to next years challenge.
"The more you practice, the
four-year career at CSUSB.
Joy set the all-time record for better you play," said Hulett.
The team knows what chalthe school, along with making alllenges
are ahead and are on track
CCAA first-team three times.
next
season.
for
Joy was not the only member
of the team to make an overall sig-

"We a re excited to
receive this award
for CSUSB"
& Kassabaum Inc. and was built
by Perera Construction and Design, Inc. of Ontario.
The facility features a state-ofthe-art fitness room, a multi-purpose gymnasium, two group
exercise rooms, a climbing wall,
locker rooms and administrative
offices. Glass and aluminum wall
panels stretch across the building's
front, along with concrete and masonry block and corrugated metal
decking, which complements the
surrounding buildings.
NIRSA presents its annual
Outstanding Sports Facility awards
for creative, innovative designs of
new, renovated or expanded collegiate recreational facilities. Each
.winner is considered a standard or
model by which other collegiate
recreational facilities should be
measured. Judges evaluate each facility for its architectural design,
functionality and how well it meets
its intended purpose.
In addition, Cal State San
Bernardino won four awards in the
NIRSA Fo~ndation's annual apparel competition, including a first
place and "Best of Show" for a
shirt entry. CSUSB also won a second place and two honorable mentions.
The Student Recreation and
Fitness Center was funded through
campus fees voted for by Cal State
San Bernardino students in March
2001.
For more information, contact
the university's Recreational
Sports office at (909) 537-2348 or
at http://recsports.csusb.edu. For
more information on Cal State San
Bernardino, contact the university's Office of Public Affairs at
(909)
537-5007
and
visit
http://news.csusb.edu.

